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Dining Halls
running for vice-president independently,
or perhaps Men i Strang. who is running on
the Bob Small ticket.
Pease has actively campaigned and is
distributing a series of handout papers
explaining his political goals.
Bob Small has been working in student
government for the past two years as a
senator and an active member of the
Executive Committee and others.
Small also stresses the need for greater
student awareness. Issues like tuition,
academic reform and student fees are
continually arising and Small believes
there is need for students to indicate their
feelings on these issues.
Some issues have been lost in the
shuffle." says Small, refering to the
overshadowing effect the budget issue ha'.
had. He feels the "lack of feedback" from
students hinders action on many issues.
He would like to develop a greater rapport
between students and, government.
Small would also recommend the for-
mation of a regular staff for the office of
student government, a group that would
provide continuity in government oper-
ation. Small and his running mate. Meni
Strang, have distributed papers defining
their goals and a number of posters on
campus.
Dan O'Leary has served as a student
senator and worked with the Campus
Friends of Civil Liverties. He is running an
issue-oriented campaign. O'Leary has run
for the office before, but anticipates a
Polling Places
Campus
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 pm
4:30 pm -6 pm
Off-campus and Fraternities
Union 3 am - 6 pm
101
Choices for student government
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A bikini-clad woman, relaxing
under the warm sun, watches the
surf at Fort Lauderdale Beach.
Story, Page 10
Photo by Moke Kane
Three student leaders
slated for bargaining
BY KEN HOLMES
The University of Maine Organization of
Student Governments (UMOSG) took
action this weekend on the recently passed
collective bargaining bill giving University
of Maine students the power to participate
in any upcoming collective bargaining
negotiations with the faculty.
The UMOSG delegation passed a
resolution recommending to the Board of
Trustees three nominees for the positions.
The three are UMO freshman Jon Smith.
Mark Cloutier, a junior at the University of
Maine at Portland-Gorham. and Kathy
Doheny, a junior at the University of Maine
at Augusta.
The three nominees are subject to final
approval by the Board of Trustees.
The action came at a regular monthly
meeting of UMOSG, a committee of two
students from each of the eight University
of Maine campuses.
UMOSG's stated purpose is to make
recommendations to the Chancellor. the
Board of Trustees and other officials in the
university system on matters affecting the
general student welfare.
Recently. UMOSG has also been actively
lobbying at the state legislature for
additional university funding and the
passage of the collective bargaining bill.
The provisions of the newly-passed
collective bargaining legislation state that
the three student representatives must be
"broadly representative of the various
campuses."
Jim McGowan, UMO student govern-
ment president and UMOSG acting
chairman said he felt all three nominees
were very good candidates for the
collective bargaining panel.
Doheny has been on the finance
committee of the Board of Trustees for two
years. She is a former chairperson of
UMOSG and was student government
president at the University of Maine at
Presque Isle her freshmen year.
McGowan said Smith has proved
invaluable to the UMO student govern-
ment this year with his research on the
collective bargaining process.
McGowan also said Cloutier and others
at UMPG were instrumental in drawing up
the collective bargaining bill and lobbying
on its behalf. "Mark (Cloutier) was
involved with the writing of the collective
bargaining bill and the lobbying efforts. He
was strongly involved in the initial passage
of the bill and then in obtaining an override
of the governor's veto of the bill."
McGowan said.
The three student representatives will
have the power to confer with the unversity
bargaining team before and during col-
lective bargaining negotiations, repre-
senting the interests and views of the
students. They will not be voting members
in the negotiations.
In other UMOSG action this weekend,
Douglas P. Gillespie. president of the
Bangor Community College student gov-
ernment was elected chairman of UMOSG.
effective July I.
Gillespie was opposed in the election by
McGowan. who has been serving as acting
chairman of UMOSG since Doheny re-
signed as chairperson in January.
continued on page 2
Issues may decide student government elections
BY BOB CAMERON
On Wednesday, April 14, the student
body will vote into office a new president
and vice-president of student government.
Carl Pease, Bob Small and Dan O'Leary
are the presidential candidates. Diane
Men i Strang and Dan Casavant are
running for vice-president.
Carl Pease is running independently. He
has served as a student senator and held
the office of Senate Parliamentarian. He
has worked on many committees, including
the Disciplinary Committee and the Fair
Elections and Practices Committee.
The main issue Pease addresses himself
to is the need for student involvement in
student government. "I don't believe that
the apathy is their fault," he says. Pease
sees students as believing they cannot
contribute "real and vital input" into
student government, while in actuality
they can.
Pease would also like to see some
structural changes in the University
system. Changes which, hopefully, the
office of president could affect. He finds a
lack of originality and a "we've-never-
done-that-before" attitude in the Uni-
versity administration. Pease would like to
see more ideas generatO to change the
style of student government.
While Pease sees the disadvantage of
having no running mate, he thinks voters
may match him with Dan Casavant, who is
better %ote this sear because he has a
running mate.
Like the others, O'Leary recognizes the
need for student involvement and re-
commends a student government news-
letter, informing stu.dents of issues, be
introduced on campus The elimination of
parking fees is one view O'Leary has
publicized in his campaign. and he and
running mate Diane Elze plan to distribute
complete copies of their platform on
campus. as well as a poster listing their
supporters.
Diane Elze has not been active in student
government activities, but has been
instrumental in the organization of the
Women's Center in Fernald Hall and has
worked with the Maine Peace Action
Committee. She feels her outside contacts
and work experience, however, will help
her effectively in the office of vice-pres-
ident.
Men i Strang. running with Bob Small, is
confident in her ability and experience to
fill the job. An idea she would experiment
with is holding Student Senate meetings in
different locations on a semi-regular basis.
She thinks this might increase students'
curiosity about Senate meetings and
thereby create greater interest. As she and
Small point out, many students are unsure
how to get in contact with any part of
student government.
continued on page 3
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Forestry professor dies suddenly
at research meeting in Boston
James Whittaker
Dr. James C. Whittaker, an associate
professor in the school of forest resources
at UMO since 1968. was in perfect health
last week when he left for Boston to attend
a two-day New Englan regional recreation
research meeting.
He had no history of medical ailments.
and showed no symptoms of illness when
he ate his lunch among his associates last
Friday. Moments after he returned to his
Boston hotel room Friday afternoon. James
Whittaker passed out from what was first
thought to be a heart attack.
Whittaker's roommate found him there
shortly afterwards. and Whittaker was
taken to Massachusetts General Hospital.
where his condition was later diagnosed
not as a heart attack, but a cerebral
hemmorage. The following day, Saturday.
April 10, James Whittaker died. He was 39
years old.
At UMO. Whittaker taught a number of
courses in forest resources, with emphasis
on the economic aspects of forest recrea-
tion and environmental quality. Whittaker
taught freshmen, upperclassmen, and
graduate students, and was actively
involved in research in his major field.
More than 100 students were enrolled in
one of his courses, forest policy and
administration.
According to Forest Resources Professor
Thomas Corcoran, the department's re-
action to Whittaker's death was one of
"utter shock."
Corocan described Whittaker as a
happy, cheerful person "Who always had
time to listen to others."
"When you had thoughts on your mind
he was always willing to listen and help
and work with you on any kind of problem,
his colleague attested.
"He'll be missed not only because of his
direct contributions to the school, but also
because his personality offered a very nice
flavor to the University, from the student
as well as the staff viewpoint." Corcoran
added.
Besides being a full time professor,
Whittaker was a great lover of the
outdoors. "He loved to be interacting with
the outdoors year round," Corcoran stated.
"whether by hunting or fishing. or boating
or snowmobiling." Corcoran added that
Whittaker was very well read on many
subjects outside his field, and interested in
gardening and other home activities.
Professor Whittaker graduated from and
received his Master of Science degree from
Purdue University. and received his Ph.D.
from Ohio State University at Columbus in
1965. Before he came to UMO, he was a
joint faculty member at the State Univer-
sity College of Forestry and Syracuse
University. New York.
A memorial service for Dr. Whittaker
was scheduled for 11 a.m. today at the
Newman Center. In lieu of flowers, his
family requests that contributions be made
to the Shriner's Burn Hospital. and sent to
the Anah Temple Mystic Shrine. 39
Columbia Street. Bangor.
Whittaker is survived by his wife and
daughter. both residing in Brewer.
• Student leaders
from page 1
Both McGowan and Gillespie cited more
organization and more participation in
university procedures as neccessary goals
for UMOSG.
Gillespie also felt UMOSG suffers from a
credibility gap in its dealings with the
student governments, as its actions
generally have been somewhat removed
from those of the individual student
governments.
Gillespie's was elected 7-5 by 12
committee members present at the meet-
ing.
Members of UMOSG this weekend also
made final recommendations to the Board
of Trustees for student members of various
Trustee committees.
Marianne LeComte, a freshman from the
University of Maine at Machias. was
nominated for the Education Policy Board.
Becky Fischer, a junior at UMPI, was
nominated for the Finance Committee. and
Gretchen Ryder of the University of Maine
it Farmington was nominated to ;erve on
the Student Affairs Committee.
Both Fischer and Ryder served on these
scommittees this year.
Finally. Sandy Bovard from Bangor
Community College was renominated to
serve on the Physical Plant Committee.
Student members of these committees
have full voting priviledges within their
committees, but not during joint meetings
with the entire Board of Trustees.
UMOSG nominees for the positions are
usually routinely accepted by the Board of
Trustees.
in UMOSG action this week, the
committee unanimously passed a re-
solution introduced by Gillespie urging the
University of Maine Board of Trustees to
re-institute monthly meetings.
The trustees are currently holding
bi-monthly meetings. on a six-month trial
basis.
The consensus of the members of
UMOSG was that the bi-monthly meetings
have added a great deal of confusion to the
trustee meetings. reduced the trustees'
effectiveness, and led to inadequate
discussion by the trustees on major
decisions.
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No-test policy recommended for week before finals
The Council of Colleges, Monday passed
a resolution Monday stating, No exams,
quizzes, prelims or finals, except for
laboratory examinations, may be given
during the last week of classes before the
scheduled finals week. A prelim which
substitutes for a final exam may be given
during final exam week."
Student Government President Jim
McGowan pointed out the stress students
are under in the last two weeks of each
semester as his rationale for supporting the
policy. He believes students living under
crowded, tense, conditions in dormitories
who have been working hard all semester,
may simply buckle under the load and give
up.
If a student has several prelims during
the last week of classes and then has to
face finals in finals week. McGowan said,
that students won't be able to perform at
his optimum level on the tests.
Higher prices balance Den's books
av ROBIN BEEBE
UMO students have seen an increase
in the cost of snack foods at the Bear's
Den, but that is the price to pay to balance
the Den's budget. according to manager
Don Toms.
"Hopefully. we will have a balanced
budget for the first time in 22 years," he
said. Even though the intent of the Bear's
Den isn't to make profit, Toms would
rather not lose money again this year.
Overall, business has improved since
Toms became manager four months ago.
"The present revenue is $54,000 more
than the total at the same time last year
and I expect this to increase even more by
the end of the year," Toms said.
Residential Life, which administers the
Den, covers the losses, which have been
roughly $20,000 annually in recent years.
"In this way," Toms said,"the deficit is
made up with student room and board fees,
not taxpayer's dollars."
The beer and wine concession, in Tom's
estimate, has been a very successful
addition to the Bear's Den. On St. Patrick's
Day when Incubus played at the the Damn
Yankee, combined sales between the Den
and the Damn Yankee reached a record
high of $900.
Good movies also help business. When
MUAB presented "Blazing Saddles".
March 19. the Pub made $500.
Wednesday night Happy Hours between
5 and 7 o'clock usually draw a large crowd
for 25 cent beers.
Aside from the big events. the Pub
averages $200 in reciepts daily. "Beer
prices will remain the same (20 cents for a
7 oz. cup. 30 cents for the 12 oz. and 40
cents for the new 16 oz. cup) at least for
awhile.•• said Toms.
"So far." Toms commented. "the bar
hasn't caused any serious trouble. The
most common problem, he said, is people
buying beer or wine and taking it out of the
Den.
The furor that surrounded the granting
of a liquor license to the university in 1974
seems to be forgotten. The Pub, which took
nearly six years of hard work to make a
reality, is probably now taken for granted
by many students, Toms believes.
Income from the Pub is uses to defray
operating expenses and program enter-
tainment. The Damn Yankee now provides
live entertainment Friday and Saturday
nights. Mike Hughes is in charge of
booking shows, which cost from $25 to
$200.
And ten per cent of the money earned
goes directly to the university president's
office to support the Second Century Fund.
Toms insists that "the potential is great
here at the UMO campus, but what the
Den needs is more atmosphere." Toms,
former manager of the Bcc Student Union
and Pub, noted the Bangor campus
operations were twice as successful as the
Bear's Den Pub last year. "There was no
reason for that," he said.
Toms listed bar stools, portable beer
collers and eventually a new bar as
possible renovations to improve the decor
of the Pub.
"The trouble is," he stated, "to com-
pletely remodel would cost at least
$100,000. We would have to tear down
what is already here and furnish the Den
with new floor, ceiling, counter and
furniture."
Toms hopes to provide more direct
services to students such as the very
successful pizza delivery. Since the Den
went "Italian" in December, more than
2,600 pizzas have been sold.
The 2-for-1 night (two pizzas for the
price of one) on March 24, was a huge
success, according to Toms. "We sold 250
pizzas that night and business at the Pub
Alternate
Awareness
Recommended
Michal Urbaniak/ Urszala Dudziak
and Fusion
Thrusday, 8 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
Tickets $3.50
Available in the Memorial Union and
the Augmented Fifth
benefited from the bargain, netting close to
$400," he said.
"The pizza delivery service has also
picked up." he continued, "and a warmer
to keep the pizzas hot has recently been
purchased."
"If business continues to improve,"
Toms said. "more jobs will be provided for
UMO students." The Bear's Den now
employs 88 persons - 18 classified workers,
10 work-study students and 60 regualr
students.
• Elections
from page "1
Dan Casavant. running independently
for vice-president, has not addressed
himself to many of the issues yet, though
he did mention in his platform speech that
he feels the Finance Committee should
operate more independently of the Student
Senate. He would also like to see a
proposal for allowing academic credits to
people holding student government of-
fices.
The student polls have enjoyed in-
creasing voter turnout each year. but there
is no clear indication of who will win. The
O'Leary-Elze ticket could gain special
off-campus support. but not as much
on-campus support as Small-Strang. Pease
and Casavant. two independents, could
draw votes for each other, or lose for lack of
a solid ticket. Split-ticket voting will be
allowed, which could result in an un-
expected combination, but so far it looks
like stands on student issues will be the
deciding factor, and the candidates will
have to make their views known to get
votes.
r—
WESTGATE CINEMA
L
The Westgate Cinema in Bangor announces
that all cashiers will be asking for proof of age
before admittance to the theatre This is due to
the large number of underage persons trying to
get in illegally All students are reminded to
bring some prct, of age (18 or older) with them to
the ticket counter Liquor ID cards are ideal,
according to the manager
\ faculty member on the council
answered that he thinks "... a great deal of
student stress is self-generated." If
students don't wait until the last minute to
cram for exams, he said, pressures will be
lessened.
nother member said there will be a loss
of faculty flaibility if this proposal is
instituted. He said the number of exams
and when they ocxcur will have to be
reconstructed.
A council member proposed that the last
week of classes be turned into a "reading
week' so students can more easily prepare
for their final exams the following week.
A majority of members present agreed,
however, the proposed change will give
students the fairest opportunity to perform
at their highest level.
The policy will be sent to Pres. Neville
for his approval.
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The vote is your decision
There is a time and a place for youth in
Political systems and their governing bodies, just
as there is the time and place for the sage, for the
cynic, for the dissenters, for the activist, for the
vocal and the quiet, and for the loner.
In short, democracy has a slot of all who
choose to participate. That is why it is often so
difficult when the choice of leaders has to be
made, and perhaps why the choices are made,
traditionally, by such a small percentage of those
eligable to choose.
People don't like to make difficult decisions if
they can be avoided.
But decisions must be made. And no matter
how many times you vote in your lifetime (if you
choose to participate in democratic government)
the choice you make with your vote will each and
every time be one of the most significant you
exercise.
Tomorrow, the student body of the University
of Maine faces a number of choices that must be
made. They are not do-or-die choices, but they
are choices that will have a significant impact on
the future of student affairs and academic
affairs,and perhaps on the ultimate future of
UMO as a societal entity, as a community, and as
an influence on the history of our state.
The toughest choice for most students will be
to vote or not to vote. After that choice is made,
democracy will run its course. But only then.
You can have consensus victors, the choice of
the people or you can have bastard leaders who
take office by climbing to the throne on the
pathetic corpses of political driftwood.
You can bet nobody really wants to win that
way. Sure, all the candidates are hopeful of
victory, but none wants such an awesome
responsibility handed to them by those who sleep
instead of thoses who choose.
So, how to choose?
You must choose a pair of candidates to lead
us for the next year, two who can work as a team.
You must choose individuals with the necessary
talents, tact, and poise to represent the unique
student attitudes and interests. And above all,
you must choose two people who have the
tremendous drive, desire, and determination
that it takes to be a successful leader.
But this year's candidates must be measured
up against a special index before the choice is
made—and that index is the potential to increase
student involvement in UMO government and
the UMO community.
Because they measure up best against that
special index among the six candidates for
President and Vice-President of our student
governement, and because we believe they can
also summon the abilities necessary to both lead
and represent students,The Maine Campus
votes go to Dan O'Leary and Diane Elze.
Disregard for the moment the
issue-orientation of the various platforms and
speeches and press releases. There are issues in
every election, but they are never the issues that
confront the winner when he sits down behind
the big desk and immediately finds himself'
behind schedule and behind the eight-ball.
All six candidrites have said many good things
about student affairs, and they have made many
good suggestions that should be considered
seriously by whoever triumphs tomorrow.
None of the six, if elected to the position to
which they are striving, will fail. They are all well
Nimomome
Editorial
qualified and no doubt possess the attributes to
attend to the duties. You need not be afraid to
vote for any one of them.
But we believe O'Leary and Elze can do the job
best.
Bob Small and Merideth Strang are the
leaders of a very strong "under-class"
movement in studeat government. They are
enthusiastic, honest, happy warriors, and they
have already in their two years at UMO made
great contributions as senators, members of the
Council of Colleges, and as student government
"diehards." Dan Casavant has also made a mark
as a senator and a member of UMOSG.
However, their time to shine is still ahead.
They have great promise and potential, but they
need more time to mature and mellow in the
UMO, and Maine, political and administrative
world before they can build to the realization of
that enormous potential.
And then there is Carl Pease. It seems there
will always be Carl Pease. It may be for many of
us who have worked in the ranks of student
government and this newspaper (which
employed Carl until he announced his candidacy)
a very difficult decision to make in not choosing
Carl as our President.
He has few peers as an untiring and dedicated
worker, no matter what task he undertakes. He is
a problem solver with a store of ambition that
will never be completely expended. He is an
authority on governmental structure and
operations, and he is an authority on the
multi-governmental interaction that determines
the course of administration in the University of
Maine system.
But he is unfortunately not cut out to be a
representative of any large mass of interests,
especially in the relationships it will be necessary
for a student government president to nurture
and sustain. A student government run by Carl
Pease would undoubtably be a superbly efficient,
resourceful, and service-oriented government.
But we believe that student interests would
suffer beyond the Memorial Union for Carl's
style, out where so many crucial battles are
fought with cool precision and little room tor
idealism and rigidity.
Dan O'Leary is a veteran of UMO politics, and
of some strange politics beyond UMO in volatile
years past, and his aging has matured him to the
point where he can best relate to the many forces
that must be dealt with in order to both lead and
represent students and to manage their
government.
And he has the best grasp of the candidates
upon those ever-present issues. If he attacks
them as he promises, it shall be a very
productive year for UMO student government.
We can move ahead with great leaps and
bounds, especially in areas where student
muscle has long been denied its Light to flex—in
residential life, the bookstore. the Union, and in
academic affairs.
Hopefully Dan will attack the many issues
addressed in this campaign with the skill and
fervor with which he has attacked issues for a
long time at UMO.
His running mate, although previously
unrelated to student government, is seen by
many as that "breath of fresh air" that becomes
necessary from time to time to rejuvenate the
blood of organizations. Her professed goal is the
reactivation of student involvement, and we wish
her the best of luck. Diane seems to have a spirit
about her—some call it naivety, some will call it
confidence—that makes us think she can pull it
off. She has a record of participation in volunteer
groups which fairly indicates she will do the
work,and that she knows what it takes to get
people to work.
Dan O'Leary and Diane Elze are our choices
for UMO's next student President and
Vice-President. Of course, this is only one
choice, and we urge you to exercise your own
choice. Act not on emotions, not on rhetoric, but
on your appraisal of the men and women who
have asked you for their vote during the last
week.
Maybe you will act of a hunch, on reason, or on
your emotions, but you must act. Make your
decision.
Lettersletterslettersletterslettersletterslettersletters
President McGowan endorses O'Leary and Elze
To the Editors;
Tomorrow will be the election
for Student Government of Presi-
dent and Vice-President. It is
important that students find out
about each candidate and vote for
his/her choice, because next year
will be a very important year for
students and the University.
My choice for the positions of
President and Vice-President for
next year is Dan O'Leary and
Diane Elze.
I feel Dan is best qualified to
handle the problems that st.u-
dents will be facing next year. I
feel that of all the candidates that
are running Dan will provide for
the best representation of the
students interest.
Carl Pease, I feel, although
knowledgable of Student Govern-
ment, would not represent stu-
dents is a was that would benefit
them nor would he be able to
involve more students in Student
Government and in student
issues. (This last point is an area
The Marne Campus is a twice-weekly journal of the
history of the University of Maine at Orono community,
published at the University of Maine Editorial and
business offices located at 106 Lord Hall, Orono Maine
04473 Telephone 207-581-7531 Advertising rates
available On request Printed at The Ellsworth
American Ellsworth Maine
that I also feel that my admin-
istration did not deal with ef-
fectively).
Neither do I see Bob Small as
being able to arouse student
interest and awareness as Dan
might be able to.
I think that Diane Elze may be
the "breath of fresh air" that
Student Government is in need
of. Although she has not been
directly active in Student Govern-
ment in the past she has been
active in other organizations. This
involvement in my mind has
given her the type of experience
needed for the job.
As for Dan Casavant and Meni
Strang, I feel that neither are
ready ye t to assume the re-
sponsibilities of Vice
-President
although both are able people and
personal friends. They both
should be key people in Student
Government next year.
Next year will be an important
year for students; more budget
problems will mean a marked
decrease in the quality of our
education. Dan and Diane are the
The Maine Campus
JEFF W BEEBE
Editor
LUKE GUERRETTE
Business Manager
most qualified, of the people
running, to face the problems
next year. but the real challenge
for next year will be to increase
the level of student interest and
involvement in the university and
the community.
Student Government should
not be a joke and if it is something
is wrong. If you do nothing else
you should at least vote.
Jim McGowan
President
UMO Student Government
Lisa Perro. Managing Editor'
Peter L Wilkinson. Managing Editor
George Almasi. Sports Editor
Rhett Wieland . Photo Editor
Ga- r Robb, Entertainment Editor
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newspapers, a program now practiced by
several journalism students.
"The Maine Campus arrangement still
remains the chief laboratory source. The
expansion of our laboratory structure is the
first priority if the enrollment keeps
increasin," emphasized Guesman.
Another possible solution is not favored
by Guesman. "There is always a chance to
go to the system which most journalism
schools in this country follow and that is
straight laboratory. no involvement with a
student newspaper," he said.
Finally, the Maine Campus could keep
its size just as it is and the enrollment could
keep increasing. "But what happens.'•
Guesman explained, is that yu would reach
a point where the students really can't get
a great deal of meaningful experience.
The growth of courses in the journalism
department has been in the advertising
field. Three courses in advertising have
been added since 1973. Copywriting and
Layout. Advertising Media. and Advertis-
ing Lab. The other journalism labs, which
include working on the newspaper and
new swriting for broadcasting. "have been
kept pretty much the same. We have just
expanded the topical coverage of the
labs.' Guesman said.
The only other course added to the
journalism curriculum is photojournalism
"which was always on the books but was
never offered until this spring.‘• Guesman
stated. Until the journalism department
increases its facilities, the course will
probably only be offered in the spring, with
the cooperation of the physics department.
To help handle the incoming enrollment
load. Guesman said they are hoping to add
several part-time instructors. "They would
be teaching sections of Jr 31 (Newswriting
and Reporting( and maybe one or two of
the special labs. Its hard to say right now
because it depends on how many they
give us. how many sections we offer, and
what we (current faculty) are capable of
covering."
"I hope there will be a permanent
addition, not next year but the following
year. who would have to be a strong
news-editorial person. That's where the
constant proliferation seems to be."
According to Guesman. there will be
only minor revisions of the journalism
program for the future. "I think we will be
continually looking at the field service
training aspect to see if we can come up
with better intern experiences." Guesman
also hopes to improve the Jr 94 and Jr 95
newspaper labs through better manage-
ment by the faculty. as he believes the
course may become even more demanding
than it is now.
We join
in saluting
James
Russell
Wiggins
and the
Maine
Press
Association
Maine
OH
Dealers
Association
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Journalism enrollment increases dramatically
BY MERRY FARNUM
"Journalism is one of the faster growing
departments in the college of liberal arts, if
not the fastest," said Arthur 0. Guesman,
acting chairman of the Journalism depart-
ment. With six graduates in 1970 and 35
potential graduates this May. there has
been a 500-600 per cent increase of
journalism graduates in a six-year span.
According to Guesman, the relationship
of the journalism department to the Maine
Campus. an independent organization, is
an unusual set up most larger universities
do not have. There is an agreement
between the journalism department and
the Maine Campus allowing journalism
students to use the Campus for a working
experience.
"The Maine Campus arrangement thus
acts as a laboratory source where journal-
ism students can get a real newspaper
experience," said the department chair-
man.
If enrollment continues to grow, the
department will be faced with fhe problem
of providing adequate training for a large
number of majors. Said Guesman, "The
Campus is probably close to its maximum
potential if it's not at the maximum right
now. The question is, can the Campus
provide a training for a large number of
majors as it is currently constituted?
Guesman continued, "It's also a ques-
tion of how many more students can you
crowd into the laboratory and give
meaningful work experience to in prod-
uction, editing, headline writing, and in
news reporting. How many more assign-
ments can you dream up on a twice-a-week
newspaper with a limited news hole, and
keep everybody busy?"
Guesman concluded that if things aren't
worked out to incorporate the incoming
enrollment "writing will become an
exercise, not a meaningful newspaper
experience."
There are a couple of possible solutions
to this problem. Guesman thinks the
primary solution would be to have the
Campus go daily. A second might be to
encourage .internships at surrounding.
New advertising sequence offered
BY JIM KILEY
The journalism department is offering an,
advertising program unique to the New
England area. The program is unique not
only in its direction and student size, but
also because its graduates are finding a
relatively open job market.
Journalism Prof. Arthur 0. Guesman,
the man behind the program, said the
journalism department didn't want to start
a program "which was essentially a carbon
a copy of what other journalism programs
do." He said most departments have their
graduates going into ad agencies, while
this program orients students toward work
in the advertising departments of news-
papers.
Guesman said. "The newspaper in-
dustry was aware of the need for good
salesmen, but they had never really
thought of journalism programs as a source
because journalism programs had never
oriented themselves that way. So we
decided to orient the program here very
much to the market offered by the
newspapers." However, this doesn't re-
strict the graduates of the program just to
newspaper jobs, Guesman said.
He added, "In New England, I can say
without reservation that this program is
unique." Guesman said there might be a
similar program in the country but he's
unaware of it.
Guesman said the advertising program
is not really a complete option in the
department but rather a sequence of four
courses which are added to the traditional
news-editorial courses. When he first came
here in 1973 the only advertising course
the books was Jr. 56, an introduction to
advertising. Since then the department has
added Jr. 57, Advertising Copywriting and
Layout; Jr. 58, Advertising Media and Jr.
99, Advertising Lab.
Guesman said both the copy and layout
course and the advertising lab are
newspaper oriented, while the advertising
media course takes a broad look at
advertising in all types of media. He said
the advertising lab is being offered for the
first time this semester on "a trial and
error basis."
Guesman explained the advertising lab
reviews advertising practices, sales tech-
niques, presentations and the proper
precedures for an advertising repre-
sentative. He continued. "Each student
has a major client which he must consplt
with, analyze, make a final presentation
basing his evaluation of that client's
advertising, and make suggestions for
better ads." Guesman thinks analyzing the
client's needs, objectives and methods is
what a good advertising representative
should do.
Ann Stone, a junior journalism major
from Hydeville. Vermont, said "The ad lab
is basically a sales training course, more or
less what you'd get when you started work
for a newspaper. It's pretty good ex-
perience because you learn what's ex-
pected of you." She also said she pastes-up
ads for the Maine Campus four times
during the semester for three hour periods
for the course.
Guesman said these four courses are
built on top of the standard journalism
requirements, giving the advertising se-
quence students a heavier load. The
editorial students must take 24 hours in the
department, while advertising students
must take 30 hours.
Stone, who is in the advertising
sequence, said she doesn't always think
along those lines. "I wanted to be a
reporter, lwas the editor of my high school
newspaper... but when they started this ad
program here I thought I could combine
writing, meeting people. and art, and art is
a big part of my life. Through advertising I
could combine all three, of them. I had
never thought about advertising, but I took
Jr. 56 and I thought this was fun, I really
liked doing this. I got to do some practical
work in it. Well, every course in the
journalism department has practical ap-
plication and you can see as you're taking
the course that it's useful."
The department has also started an
internship program for the advertising
students. Guesman said. "Last summer we
placed five out of six students in intern
positions where they actually worked in
advertising departments of newspapers."
He said they've received four notices of
vacancies from four newspapers for
summer internship programs for this
summer.
Stone said Guesman wrote to all the New
England daily newspaper last spring
seeking summer internship i)ositions for
his advertising students. The Rutland
Daily Herald in Vermont responded and
since it was only 15 minutes from Stone's
home she applied to the paper. received
an interview and "was hired just like
that."
Stone said. "It was great. I'd learn the
six as salesman's job and they'd go on
vacation and I'd take over. So I handled
practically every single account they had; I
gained a lot of experience, because
handled all kinds of different accounts,
chain stores included."
She added, "It was an invaluable
experience, because when I first started
the job I didn't know if that was what I
wanted to do. Now I know that's what I
want. I want to work for an advertisine
department and I want to work for a
newspaper small enough so I could handle
a lot of accounts." She said she has written
the Rutland Daily Herald requesting an-
other internship position this summer.
Stone said she is also working for the
Maine Campus independently from her
idvertising courses as a sales represen-
tative. She works on a commission basis
and handles 40 or 50 regular accounts.
According to Guesman, interest in the
advertising sequence is growing. This
year, the first year advertising students
will graduate, there are seven of them.
Guesman estimates as many as 15 next
year. He said there are now 23 students in
Jr. 57 and 29 in Jr. 58.
Guesman said that through its courses
and direction the program is gaining some
recognition from New England news-
papers." He said. "This advertising
program does not stop with the educational.
program. One of the goals ...is to establish
the journalism department advertising
program as an informational source for
New England newspapers. I don't mean
we're going to do any great research, but
be a contributor to the newspaper
industry."
"One of the ways we're going to
contribute is through this advertising
workshop we have every year, where we
bring exceptionally good speakers on the
subject of newspaper advertising into a
general program and we invite newspapers
from all of New England and the Maritimes
to participate. Last week we held out third
workshop and had 60 registrants from as
far away as Quebec City and Southern
Connecticut.
'Several students went to the program
and one of the pluses I've seen already is
that -the program is becoming known ancrit
is different. Every one of the students
there received multiple job offers."
Guesman' said his department has also
sent out a reading list for newspaper ad
salesmen who haven't had any formal
education to every paper in Maine and all
other daily papers in New England. He
said all these things are helping build the
reputation of UMO's unique journalism
advertising program.
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Waiting to interview a prominent public figure
is always a somewhat unnerving interlude, but it
is even tougher when the interviewee is a sort of
unknown quality, one of these public figures who
became prominent behind the scenes, out of the
limelight that makes men's names household
words and illuminates their personality and
lifestyle for all to inspect.
And when the man is one who reached the
pinnacle in our own trade, we have to be
apprehensive about the confrontation, as students
trying to make the grade in this newspaper
business, questioning one who helped set the
standards for more than 50 years. It is newcomers
vs. oldtimer, rookies vs. legend, journalist vs.
journalist.
"We call him Mr. Wiggins," said the
production manager for the Ellsworth American in
the press room while we waited for our
appointment with Wiggins, the owner and
publisher of the American. "He's 72 years old,
and we think he deserves that," he added.
"And when you use his name in a story, he likes
to have it James Russell Wiggins, not J.R.
Wiggins, not J. Russell Wiggins, because there
are three J.R. Wiggins working here," he pointed
out.
That was just great, because the Friday, April 9
issue of our paper was coming off the press as he
spoke headlining UMO's Peter Edes lecturer "J.
Russell Wiggins" with his name spelled wrong in
the first paragraph. The production manager said
that might not go over too well.
We wondered , while waiting in his corner of
the American's business offices, if the buildup
would be matched by the man. The shelves of
books numbering in the hundreds behind his desk
spanned journalism and public affairs from
Jefferson to Woodward to Bernstein, and the aura
added to the image we had received over the last
few days.
Editor of The Washington Post, Ambassador to
the United Nations, Confidant of presidents,
seasoned veteran of one half century of American
politics, journalist for 50 years, one of the best.
Now, he is owner of a small weekly on the coast
of Maine. He does it for a hobby, they say,
something constructive to do with a savings
account built on years of hard work at the top of
his field. He doesn't go for promotions, and he's
as tight with his news columns as most Maine
publishers are with their ledger columns, they
say. He hasn't lowered his metro-daily standards
for Ellsworth, Maine. He has a passion for
accuracy, they say, nurtured by those years at the
top.
He. was editor—the number one man—of The
Washington Post. And the goddamned Maine
Campus spelled his name wrong.
The 72-year old man stepped through the door,
and the first thing blurted out was "Sorry we
spelled your name wrong..." with a tone of
hopeful humor.
"Oh, don't worry about it. It's been spelled
wrong every which way up to now so you really
haven't done anything drastically new," he said.
He laughed heartily, and related again (about the
tenth time we'd heard the story) Chancellor
McCarthy's reaction to a front page story before
vacation in which his name was spelled wrong
three times. And he laughed again, and the
tension was gone.
"It is important to remember that there is not
just one kind of newspaperman—there are all
kinds," commented James Russell Wiggins in
introduction to a discussion of newspaper
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investigations. He said he probably would have
handled The Post's now-famous investigation of
Watergate and Richard Nixon differently. (Carl
Bernstein was only a copy boy when Wiggins was
editor.)
"Some newspapermen are better suited to
handle investigative reporting than others," he
said. "I sometimes thought that I probably would
not have been well-suited for directing the kind of
vigorous investigative work that The Post carried
out.
"It's very hard to say, maybe if I had been
there, and seen the direction they were taking, it
would have fired me up to be a better investigative
editor than I think I am," added Wiggins.
The Post did make several successful investiga-
tions under Wiggins, however, including one that
resulted in a housecleaning in the Washington
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D.C. Police Department and one that spawned the
Crime Commission investigations led by Sen:
Estes Kefauver.
Wiggins agrees that his successor, Ben
Bradlee, was well suited to handle the Watergate
investigation. "I hired him as an investigative
police reporter at first, and after he went over to
Newsweek, I hired him as an assistant managing
editor," Wiggins remembers of the man who
became editor in 1969. "He's very able and very;
good.-
Wiggins never the less objected personally to
Bradlee's decision to publish the Pentagon
Papers, which were stolen from a Defense
Department research agency and given to The
Post and the New York Times by Daniel Ellsberg.
"I considered that receiving stolen goods, and
profiting from stolen goods, and that's a crime,"
he said. "I wouldn't have nrinted that. Ellsberg
committed a fraud."
Wiggins sees Ellsberg and Daniel Schorr, the
CBS newsman who gave a secret congressional
report to the Village Voice, in the same light as
crooks.
Shorr's action violated the basic tenets of
editorial review—review designed to check for
accuracy, completeness, fairness, and ethics in
news treatment, and to suggest revision or more
substantiation of facts. What Schorr did, said
Wiggins, is akin to a reporter having a story
rejected by one editor on one newspaper and then
going across town and printing it in another
paper.
"What's the use of having 15 city editors and 15
managing editors? If you're going to have
responsible editors and responsible newspapers
then reporters that accept employment have an
obligation to be governed by their judgment.
That's what editors are there for."
Even for reporters, emphasized Wiggins,
"Conscience shouldn't be an excuse for doing
wrong.
But had the circumstances been different, he
might have reacted differently to the publication
of the Pentagon Papers or Schorr's Pike Papers,
"If these (Pentagon) papers were related to things
we were about to do, it would have been necessary
to publish them to turn policy around," he said.
"But the decision had already been turned around
(on Vietnam) by the time they had been written."
Wiggins sees the level of political morality on
the rise in America, and he sees the press as one
of the driving forces behind this trend. But, he
feels that the press must deal more earnestly with
the question of its own morality and ethics in
dealing with psychological reporting, specifically
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein's new book,
The Final Days, and the fair reporting of national
and international news stories.
In regard to the publication of intimate details
about the last days of Nixon's presidency, in
which he is described as 'despondent to the point
of drinking too much and talking to pictures on the
wall, Wiggins said, "You generally have to weigh
the damage that a certain course of action is going
to do versus the public necessity of doing it. And,
depending on how you weigh it, you may have to
decide to publish despite the enormous hurt that it
may cause because there is a large public interest
involved.
"There is a human curiosity about what makes
public men tick. But, this is not the sort of course
of action that yu can pursue with equal intensity
upon everyone. There's not enough manpower in
the world to do that, so when you focus on one
man and you can probe into everything he's done,
and every thought he's ever had, the unfortunate.
individual who becomes the object of that sort of
inquisition senses a great unfairness about it.
"Where are the tapes on all the presidents from
George Washington on? If we had had the
technology I wonder what they would have
shown."
Wiggins also harbors strong reservations about
the international effort of the American press
which he charged often neglects to expend the
same effort on coverage of international problems
as they provide for those evidenced in the United
States.
"The press presents a pretty competent picture
of what goes on in this country, but 'we can find
out little or nothing about what is going on in the
Soviet Union. If a man were to arrive from Mars
not knowing anything about the system and he
talked with the typical newspaper editor he would
say this society is sure shot through with trouble,
rising crime rate, corruption in public life,.
bankruptcy, high unemployment, social and
economic disaster on every hand - but what do we
see in the Washington Post or the New York
Times or the Boston Globe about the Soviet
Union? They must have a system that is not pray
to all these ills that are sickening the western
aemocracies.
"I'm not saying that we should decrease our
reporting of all the things that happen in
American, but when we get an opportunity to
report on things that happen in these other
countries, we should jump at it," he stated
emphatically.
When he reflects on the public figures he knew
in Washington, Wiggins finds it extremely
difficult to determine who was most impressive.
"To say who's the best or who's the ablest
depends on whether they were fit for a different
kind of crisis. Some public men are very lucky,"
he said. "A fortunate politician arrives on the
scene with the qualities that the time requires. I
think that we've been very fortunate at times to
have had people with the right capabilities at the
right time.
"One of the most impressive men was George
Marshall. We were very fortunate to have him at
that spot at that time and as chief of staff at the
start of World War II."
-44444144ftwo
Wiggins believes Washington figures, regard-
less of their talents, only reflect national opinion.
"Policy is made out in the country and
Washington is where the end product is seen.
People who have spent their lives in Washington
are often surprised by what happens in the
country. Washington is not typical as New York is
not typical," he said.
Wiggins said those people in Washington who
wrongly assumed that they could change the
minds of Congress—both newspapermen and
politicians—were "like the ant on the log floating
downstream saying, 'look how fast I'm making
this thing go!' They're not really in charge."
As the United States ambassador to the United
Nations for one year of the Johnson administra-
tion, Wiggins got a first hand view of the
international climate. He now says he has
questions about the effectiveness of that
organization. "I think (Patrick) Moynihan raised
some very important questions. I thought the
U.N.'s great potential lay, not in the work of the
Security Council, but rather in the work of
UNESCO and other such organs within the U.N.
"There is an anti-U.S., anti-western, anti-
development nation cabal in the U.N. that I
think is crippling. it. And this tremendous injury
can diminish the utility of the agencies outside the
general assembly, and I think it is in a very bad
way.
"One has to be thankful that the general
assembly does not have the power to make
binding decisions. It might get to the point where
it is counter-productive. We've had to fight off
resolutions in the various bodies in the U.N. that
would have been injurious , not only to the U.S.,
but to the cause of freedom in every count
throughout the world."
James Russell Wiggins leaves no doubt as to hi,
feelins about the value of the American
experiment. "Each and every day of may life I feel
that American is no manifestly better than
anything available to us. The survival of this
country is not merely essential to the comfort and
convenience of the people of North America, but
if there's going to be any survival in the world, its
going to have to survive first here."
In his own way Wiggins has seen and done it
all. He was born in Luverne, Minnesota on Dec. 4,
1903 and began his career in journalism at the
Rock County Star at the age of 18 in 1922. He
became editor-publisher of the Luverne Star in
1925 and switched to the Dispatch-Pioneer Press
in St. Paul, Minnesota from 1930-1933 as an
editorial writer.
He became their Washington correspondent in
1933 and managing editor in 1938. He went into
the Army Air Force in 1943 and attained the rank
of major in North American as a combat
intelligence officer. In 1945 and part of 1946 he
served as the Dispatch-Pioneer Press' editor.
Later in 1946 he jumped to the New York Times as
the assistant to the publisher but became the
Washington Post's new managing editor the next
year.
He stayed in that position until 1953 when he
assumed the title of vice president and managing
editor. From 1955-1960 he was the vice president
and executive editor of the Post and the Times
Herald and from then until 1968 he was the editor
and executive vice president.
In 1968 President Lyndon Johnson appointed
him ambassador to the United Nations and in 1969
when Johnson left office Wiggins moved to Maine
and bought the Ellsworth American.
And although he drives a jeep and lives in
Brooklin, Maine and his paper is only a rural
weekly, Wiggins still doesn't miss a trick. He still
stongly believes in the American experiment, in
American journalism, and he's here as the Peter
Edes lecturer to share all these feelings and
experiences with a very fortunate UMO journal-
ism department.
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Craft Center opens leather studio in Oak basement
BY SUE BARTLETT
A leather studio is now available for the
inventive, the curious and the person who
just wants to learn something new. Located
in the basement of Aok Hall, the studio is
the result of the enthusiasm of Holly
Hannon and constituents from the Hilltop
Craft Center.
The room, a 15' by 30' area once used for
weight lifting, required a great deal of
The recently opened leather
studio in the basement of Oak Hall
has the tools and raw materials on
'imaginative work to be converted into a
leather studio.
According to Hannon, a sophomore
philosophy major, "the room was just
unbelievable." She said the front of an old
car and dilapidated sofas and clothes filled
the room. By cleaning the bricks with
muriatic acid, painting the walls and
installing some barn boards, lights and
work benches, the leather studio now has
an atmospher conducive to creating.
hand to make belts, watch straps,
pocketbooks, sandals and many
other items. Photo by Mike Kane
The studio, which opened in February,
has a wide range of leather working tools
along with a selection of dyes and leather
products including cow, deerskin and
pigskin.
The studio has a selection of belt buckles
including silver, nicket, brass, leather,
handcrafted, stain glassed and Indi
buckles. The buckles range in price from 11
cents to $2.60. Leather for making a belt
ranges from $1.10 to $1.60. According to
Hannon, items made at the studio cost
about half of what one would expect to pay
in a store.
Hannon stressed the object of the studio
is to make people feel happy and creative
and not for the Craft Center to make a
profit. She said if anyone has an idea he
should go to the studio because usually she
or one of the work-study students will have
the know-how to help them make the item.
Hannon, a supervisor for the Craft
Center, and two work-study students. Scott
Lowell and Ed Copper, run the studio.
Classes are taught throughout the week
and the studio is open for individual
projects.
Hannon, who has been working with
leather since she was IS. teaches leather
tooling Monday nights. Leather tooling is
an ancient art which involves cutting into
leather to make designs with a swivel
knife. Basic leather-working classes are
offered Wednesday and Thursday after-
noons.
According to Lowell. the leather studio
accomodates the overflow from the Hilltop
Craft Center, and provides a chance for
greater individual instruction for beginners
and allows the staff to keep better track of
Concert features student soloists
Snow mixed with rain made Sunday a
dreary day, but the concert presented by
the UMO Orchestra with student soloist,
was anything but dreary.
The program, presented in Hauck
Auditorium, consisted of pieces composed
by Boccherine, Mozart and Beethoven.
Each concerto, a musical piece written
and arranged for a solo instrument with
orchestrial accompaniment, was executed
with an astute sense of professionalism by
the performers.
The first arrangement presented was a
perky, fast-moving piece by Boccherin
e.
"Flute Concerto. Allegro moderato." 
The
flute solo was done by Karen Boor, a junior
music major from Rochester. New York,
and set the mood for the rest of th
e
perarmance.
The number done primarily with string
accompaniment was conducted by Fred
Chan, a graduate cello major. Cahn, who
also plays with the Bangor Symmphony
Orchestra, was able to bring the orchestra
and soloist together as one. The piece was
enthusiastically received by the audience.
The next piece, Mozart's "Violin
Concerto No. 4 in D Major, k. 218," was,
according to student_ conductor Thomas
Wellin, "a lot of work... it is a classical and
well thought out piece which requires
articulation and a continuity of theme."
Wellin, a graduate student from Los
Angeles, did his undergraduate work at
Indiana State University. He is a concert
master with the University Orchestra and a
member of the Bangor Symphony Orch-
estra.
"Scena ed Aria: A questo seno, deh!
• viene, K.374" by Mozart was sung by
soprano Patricia Connors and conducted by
Bonnie Marden.
.The piece was about an Italiam woman
whose husband returns after spending 10
years in jail. The song is an expression of
Polish jazz family visits Hauck
The UMO Concert Committee will
present Polish jazz violinist Michal
Urbaniak and Fusion Thursday evening in
Hauck Auditorium for an infusion of mood
and music.
It is difficult to explain Urbaniak's style
to someone unfamiliar with it. He plays a
small white solid-body electric violin that
has five strings instead of the conventional
four. He is progressive in the strongest
sense of the word mixing an occasional
Polish folk fiddling with European jazz
fiddle.
Urbaniak and Fusion have released three
albums in the states, their latest Fusion!!!
has been acclaimed by jazz critics as a
major transitional step for modern music.
combining jazz, rock and electronic sounds
with folk songs.
Ursula Dudziac, Urbaniak's wife, is the
group's lead vocalist, yet she never sings a
lyric; she sings melodies and uses her voice
as an improvisational intrument. Her
vocals are unusual, often manipulated by
electronics through an echoplex at her
control. Dudziac also plays electric bongos.
The band's instrumentation, however, is
common—violin, electric piano, electric
bass, drums and vocals/Percussion. Each
member adds his own singularity to the
Fusion.
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the woman's joy that her .husband is alive
and not dead as she thought.
Connors, a senior voice major from
Brewer, Maine, said, "Anything Mozart
does is beautiful." The combination of
Connors' voice and the capable conducting
of Bonnie Marden made for an excellent
performance.
Marden, a graduate conductor student,
is currently the high school choral director
at Orono. She has performed in numerous
School of Performing Arts presentations.
She did her undergraduate work at
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham.
"Piano Concerto No. 3 c minor, Op. 37"
by Beethoven was performed by John
Lyons, a senior music education major
from Dresden, Maine.
Lyons said the reason he selected the
piece was "the desire to play Beethoven...
with the force and way Beethoven would
play it."
The piece required a full orchestra and
was conducted by Ludlow Hallman. UMO
music director.
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the tools. The leather studio accomodates
approximately eight people at one time.
Hannon said, "Leather is so versatile...
it was one of the first materials man
worked with." Such items as brief cases,
watch straps, chairs, chess boards, waste
baskets, key chains, pocketbooks, glass
cases, wallets, sandals, mittens and
portfolios can be easily made at the leather
studio.
The studio has a wide variety of supplies
and the resources to order specially needed
items.
Studio hours are Monday and Wednes-
day 1-4:30, Thursday 1-3:3;, Friday 1-4:00
and Saturday 12-5:00.
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Florida lures sun-hungry college students
BY DENNIS HOEY
From the time Ponce de Leon first
sighted the mainland of Florida and
scoured it in search of gold and a mystical
fountain of youth.to the Connie Francis and
George Hamilton movie "Where The Boys
Are," Florida has been depicted and
viewed by many as the land of eternal
sunshine and secret wealths whether it he
found in dark tans or Spanish gold.
-Believing the land was an island, the
Spanish named it 'La Florida' because it
has a very beautiful view of many cool
woodlands and it was level and uniform;
and moreover they discovered it in the time
of the Feast of Flowers." wrote Antonio de
Herrere, royal historiographer of Spain, of
the day in March. 1513. when Ponce de
Leon saw this state for the first time from
his ship.
Not much has changed in the geography
of Florida since then. It still is a tropical
environment dotted with exotic palm trees
and fringed by beautiful, white sandy
beaches. These attribustes and others
' provide the annual lure, come springtime.
for college students living in the North to
migrate south during a semester vacation
break.
A major reason Florida is such a
desirable vacation spot for college students
is the state's easy accessibility by air and
land. Almost every major airline flies to
cities throughout the state. Delta airlines
offers the student willing to fly on a
weeknight a relatively inexpensive round
trip fare of $166. The major road route to
Florida on the East Coast is Interstate 95.
offering travelers interesting views of the
East Coast's major cities - New York City.
Philadelphis. Washington D.C.,
Richmond, Va., Savannah. Ga., and
Jacksonville, Florida.
The official pamphlet of the Florida State
Bureau of Immigration provides some
convincing reasons for a student attending
a college in the Northern U.S. to spend his
vacation in Florida. It reads, "The climate
of Florida is not a hot climate in summer,
but mild, and not subject to great changes
of temperature. The winters are not cold
and freezing. but uniformly cool and
bracing. Throughout the whole 12 months.
the rainy, cloudy, disagreeable days are
the exception. fair, bright, sunny days the
rule. The thermometer seldom goes below
30 degrees in winter and rarely above 90
degrees in summer."
Besides having a favorable climate and
easy accessibility by car or plane the
sunshine state offers the college student
many exciting spectator sports such as dog
races, air and auto races, boxing,
wrestling, basketball, baseball, football,
softball, polo and the unique sport of jai
alai. (Miami is one of the few places in the
U.S. where jai alai may be seen. It was
imported from Cuba and is played on a
paved court similar to handball. It is
unique in the fact that the spectator is
allowed to bet on the outcome of the
match between two male contestants.)
The spring vacation appears to be the
most popular time for students to pack
their bags and head south. On the Orono
campus alone 84 students went to
Bermuda. Stuart Chason, UMO campus
representative for Garber Travel Agency,
which sponsors trips to Fort Lauderdale.
Bermuda, Puerto Rico and Nassau, ex-
plained that many kids from Orono go
south because. "They like the warm
weather. The kids at Maine take a beating
from the cold winter months and the
frequent tests take their tolls."
Garber sent no students to Nassau.
Puerto Rico or Fort Lauderdale. but had 84
sign up for Bermuda. Chason said, "The
promotional strategy used on the Orono
campus by the travel agency was very
high-key. As a result it produced many kids
signing up for Bermuda.••Of 10 colleges
represented in Bermuda the week of March
26-April 4. there were more Orono
students there than from any other school.
Two of the most popular resorts in
Florida for UMO students, excluding the
island of Bermuda, appeared to be Daytona
Beach and Fort Lauderdale. Crowds of up
to 150.000 people were expected during the
peak week of Easter vacation at these
sun-drenched havens.
Daytona Beach is 57 miles south of St.
Augustine and 97 miles south of Jackson-
ville, Florida's largest city. The hard-
packed sand of the almost perfectly level
beach makes a race track 600 feet wide and
26 miles long in the straightaway. Cars
were allowed on the beach and cruise along
it at low speeds. Many of the world's speed
records have been established here by
some of the top drivers in the world. The
beach has been beaten to the smoothness
and hardness of a pavement by the
incoming tides.
Despite the popularity of Daytona Beach
and the other resorts such as Palm Beach,
Jacksonville Beach and Miami, Fort
Lauderdale stands out as the traditional
mecca for college students. Each winter
thousands of college-age youths make the
long trip down from their cold winter
homes to offer their pale bodies in sacrifice
to the warm. Florida sun.
.greclgewood &artments
Portland, Maine
VVedgewood Apartments offers for your
consideration newly furnished and
decorated units ranging from efficiencies
to large, modern 3 bedroom apartments
within walking distance of the Portland
campus and Maine Medical Center. Call
or write if you are considering a summer
sublet or fall rental. For further details
call Anne Atkinson at 207-772-4724 or
write WEDGEVVOOD APARTMENTS,
65 Sherman Street, Portland, Maine
04102
Fort Lauderdale Beach is a pure, white
sand and has no cars riding up and down it.
The water is extremely warm in the
springtime and the beach area crowded.
Fort Lauderdale survives on the strength of
its tourist business, in this case consisting
of vacationing students. The land strip
adjoining the ocean is lined for six miles
with hotel after hotel interspersed with
bars or gift shops.
The hotels in Lauderdale, like the other
resort towns, stagger their room rates
according to season. During the winter
months the prices for a single room go up
and in the summer the prices go down.
In Lauderdale a decent hotel room ranges
in price from $9 a single per night to as
much as $36 a single.
The week of March 26-April 4. UMO's
spring vacation was an off week as far as
college vacations go. providing the UMO
student with a less crowded atmosphere.
Most of the students in Florida then were
from New York. Michigan. Ohio and
Kentucky.
In Fort Lauderdale this vacation a shark
was sighted Wednesday afternoon, March
31. It looked like a remake of a scene from
"Jaws" as the bronzed lifeguards ran up
and down the length of the long beach
yelling at the bathers to get out of the
water. The swimming area was vacted
within 15 minutes. The shark, about 10 feet
in length. came within 10 yards of the
shore at one point, but veered back out to
sea as two divers with spearguns went in
the water to discourage it from getting
closer to shore.
Students visiting Fort Lauderdale should
be sure to hit a few of the nightclubs and
discoteques. Some of the better ones were
the Button (crowded, but full of college
students, if that's your thing); The Village
Zoo (a disco, if you like that kind of music
and are in to getting dressed up); The
Parrott Lounge ( a good place to get
drunk); and the best one of all is Big
Daddy's (a great bar with plenty of singles
Classifieds
HANGLIDER WANTED - Rogallo type:
also 6 STRING GUITAR - Accoustical. good
duahty 945-5115
Personals
HUMFORD FRESHMAN—
Did you lose a watch in Boston last March
29 while hitching a ride on Commonwealth
Ave If so, contact Mr Irwin Avery.
(617)277-5764
and two dance floors, located on Commer-
cial Boulevard).
Getting a tan and some respite from the
cold Maine winter is well worth the trip
south to this tropical semi-paradise. It has
changed a lot since Ponce de Leon first
sighted it and there is certainly no fountain
of youth here, but to soak up the sun, feel
the cool ocean breeze on your face, and to
feast your eyes on the beautiful creatures
roaming the beaches during the winter'
months is worth the money spent.
UMO student Peter Sparta traveled to
Jacksonville, Daytona Beach and Tampa.
Florida this spring. When asked why he
went south he replied, "I wanted to see the
bottom half of the country. I'd recommend
the trip to all my friends, it was great."
Another student, Regina Conroy, who
flew to Bermuda, explained. "I went to
Bermuda because I wanted to do some-
thing like this before I graduate, I'm a last
semester senior. I wanted to party with
some friends I'll probably never see
again."
UMO student Jeff Tounge. who went to
Daytona Beach and Disneyworld. said. "I
wanted the experience of being in a
' different atmosphere and meeting dif-
ferent people, I also wanted to soak up
some sun and enjoy the warm weather."
UMO student Bob Boucher couldn't
make it to Florida this year, but went the
last two years. He summed up the views of
many students who go south. "I don't
know why I like Florida. I guess it's
because it's just a good place to enjoy
summer in the wintertime."
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Track team defeats
Colby Mules 101-53
Stellar performances by discus throwing
Alan Sherrerd and Dan Cochrane in the
long and triple jumps, powered the Black
Bear track team to a decisive 101-53 victory
over the hapless Colby Mules in Maine's
season opener here Saturday.
Maine took first place in 2 of 8 events
%%Inch included record setting marks by
Sherrerd in the shot put (47 feet. 1/2
inches) and Cochrane in the triple-jump-
Cochrane. the school's indoor recor
d
holder in the triple jump, bettered the
previous mark held by Maurice Glinton b
y
1/4 of an inch for a 46-11 leap.
Another bright note for Maine was th
e
first place finish of Gerry Laflamme in 
the
mile run. Laflame. hampered by achi
lles
tenden problems, toured the track 
in
4:23.8.
Next Saturday Maine takes on UNH here
at 1:00.
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Bear nine enjoy 3-1 weekend
Maine Bear pitchers, coming off a
nightmare southern trip asserted them-
selves Friday and Saturday by posting
three victories in four games against New
England powers, Providence and Con-
necticut.
The Bears handled the Rhode Island club
easily, winning 5-3 and 8-3. as Steve
Conley scattered four hits in the opener
despite some wildness and Frosh Dave
Costa and Gary Smart combined for a
two-hitter in the nightcap.
The Blue and White hit four home-runs
to back their hurlers, including a.pair by
Tony DiBiase. They scored quickly in the
first by putting a walk, fly ball, ground out
and Jim Dumont's single together.
Providence teed off on Conley in the
second, however, to gain a 2-1 lead. on
O'Leary's home run.
Designated hitter Bill Hughes tied it up
with a lead-off homer in the fourth, and
then combined three walks, and a pair of
sacrifice flies, for two runs in the fifth, and
completed their scoring, on DiBiase's first
homer of the day
AN
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Meyers opened Providence's attempt at
a split by striking out the gist three Bear
s
he faced in the first inning. But, in the
second. Dumont singled and DiBiase
equaled his 1974 HR production with a
second clout.
Bert Roberge faced UConn in the
Saturday opener, and despite a near letter
perfect performance by the right-hander.
tasted defeat. The Bears had little offense,
with only Brian Butterfield and Dumont
breaking through for hits, the latter with a
double.
The Bearc made two errors on the same
play in the first allowing UConn to score for
free, and then pulled off the same thing in
the seventh inning. In all, the Bears had
five errors including two by Russ Quetti.
The Bruins did salvage the nightcap,
however, as Barry La Casse returned to
form with a 2-0, 100 pitch performance, on
five hits. The Bears scored the only run of
the contest on an Armstrong walk, and
singles by Butterfield and Leggett. to gain
an early 3-1 lead in the N.E. baseball
standings.
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Sports
Hall of Fame needs overhaul
• BY SHERWOOD CAMPBELL
It's that time of year again — Spring
Fever. The sound of bats hitting cowhide.
the smell of rosin — and the beginning of
that mystical event — spring training.
However, here. I shall discuss the
Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown.
New York. the heralded home of baseball
fact, myth, and memorabilia, for countless
baseball fans, like myself.
But first two quick baseball trivia
questions: (A) Who holds tie major
league's record for runs batted in a
season? and (B) Who holds the National
League's record for home runs in a season?
The answer to these questions are one
and the same. A hint:he is not in the
Baseball Hall of Fame, and both of these
records were established with the 1930
Chicago Cubs. His name? Lewis "Hack"
Wilson. In 1930. "Hack" played in 155
games. with 56 home runs, 190 RBI's. (In
the past 20 years the only man to haZ:e over
150 RBI's was Tommy Davis of the
Dodgers in 1962 with 153.), a batting
average of .356. and a slugging percentage
of .723 (times at bat divided into total
bases.) Another comparison, last year's
American League MVP Fred Lynn. had 21
home runs. 105 RBI's, and a slugging
percentage of around .545.
Wilson, having died in 1948, was a
colorful, brawling. scrappy baseball play-
er, who earned the nickname—the hard
way—of "The Dempsey of the Dugout."
He stood 5 ft. 6 inches tall, and his playing
weight ranged from 200 to 240 lbs., in his
12 year career. His drinking and carousing
ended his baseball career early.
Because of Wilson's accomplishments.
especially in this one year. he should have
been elected to the Hall of Fame many
years ago. but due to his brawling, and his
scrappy nature, and his various encounters
with the bottle, the Hall of Fame has
overlooked him for 20 years.
Possibly the accomplishments of pitch-
ers Lemon and Robeits do merit Hall of
Fame selection, but the true oldtime
superstars of the sport should also be
elected. Joe Jackson and Hack Wilson.
have long been overlooked for their
off-field carousing, and habits defined over
time as detrimental to the grand old game
of baseball. Bah Humbug!
Will the Hall of Fame, from now on.
sefect the great stars, or the real dominant
stars of the sport? Do records and the
achievers mean anything, or will a person
be selected to the Hall of Fame based on a
sports writer's pleasant recollections of his
boyhood baseball idol, such as my own
Dick Stuart?
The Baseball Hall of Fame should remain
ultri-elite, honoring the real stars of the
sport. not the near great. This might mean
the election of only one or two players
yearly (possibly even none). from all of the
various election committees to the Hall of
Fame. This would also mean no election
from a committee, simply for the reason
that a committee exists to perform that
specific function.
Over the last six years. there has been an
average of six players a year entering the
Hall of Fame, elected by either: the
baseball writers. the Special Committee on
the Negro Leagues, or the Old-timers
committee. I feel that this great influx in
volume of members is much too high.
My major complaint isn't that pitchers or
athletes of the caliber of Robin Roberts. or
Bob Lemon have been elected, but that the
true superstars of baseball, such as Hack
Wilson or 'Shoeless' Joe Jackson of the
infamous 1919 "Black Sox" scandal, have
not. (those possessing such baseball
records as Wilson's 190 RBI's in a season,
a record which will probably stand for time
immemorial) and probably will not be
elected.
Swim coach Jeff Wren's style:
imagination and innovation
BY WILLIAM WALLACE
Rarely in the world of sports can an
injury help a team. For Coach Jeff Wren
and the UMO women's swim team, there
are exceptions.
As an undergraduate at William and
Mary College. Wren majored in biology
and became an avid gymnast. "During my
sophomore year, I suffered forearm splints
while performing on the side-horse." The
UMO coach said. "This force me to quit
mnastics.'
Wren soon began swimming and work-
ing at the college pool and this eventually
led to his coaching career. "A kid named
Don Wymant used to swim frequently at
the pool." Wren related. "I use to try to
help him all that I could with his
swimming. This March, Don will be
swimming for Arizona State U in the NCAA
Championships at Brown University. He is
my first big success."
Wren's first break in swimming came.
when UMO built the Stanley M. Wallace
Pool. Athletic Director Harold Westerman
hired Wren and two other graduate
assistants to start a swimming program
and supervise the pool. When Alan
Switzer was named aquatic's director and
head swim coach, Wren was tagged as his
assistant. "At that time there was no
intention of having a girls' team, but Marty
(Wren's wife) and several other girls
showed interest so a program was
started." Wren related.
He sees this year's team as a transition
from UMO teams of the past. "The kind of
swimmer we've had in the past has been
less interested in dewoting full time to the
sport. This year. I can see a change from
this previous trend in several of our
swimmers. Several girls are doing the best
jobs that they can: consistently improving
performances and lowering previous times.
To me. a swimmer's improvement over
her previous performances is more impor-
tant than how her improvement ranks with
that of others on the team."
Wren supplies the women with an
imaginative and innovating set of workouts
in preparing them for the dual and
championship meets. The better AAU
clubs around the country train between
14,000 and 20,000-meters per day during.
the summer. "We don't have the time to
get in the yardage that the AAU clubs do.
Instead. I try to give the girls challenging
workouts and stress the intensity at which
they should be done."
From 1973-1975, Wren was the presi-
dent of the New England Women's
Intercollegiate Swimming and Diving
Association. His duties ranged from
writing the association's constitution, to
directing its annual championship meet.
The precision techniques required by top
notch swimmers elevates the coach as an
essential ingredient and the swimmer's
dependence on her coach often fosters a
close swimmer-coach relationship. "The
swimmer is constantly aware of how she is
doing as an individual. In a team sport, the
mistakes of the other players may cover up
an individual's performance."
This year's UMO team posted a 9-1
record—its best ever. According to Wren,
his personal rise in swimming, as well as
that of the UMO team has not been by a
mystical formula. "I believe that when you
do something, you should put everything
you have into it." This same spirit is
reflected by our swim team.
Teen lifts record weight
Frank Hackett, a 19-year-old Waterville
weightlifter successfully squatted 600
pounds on his second attempt to set a
state. New England and national teenage
record in the event. Hackett also set a
state record in his weight class (220) in the
power lift competition held here Saturday.
Power lift competition consists of squat.
dead lift and bench press totals added
together for one final score. Ten state
records were set at the meet including an
outstanding performance by Cape Eliza-
beth's Martin Joyce in the 198 pound class.
Martin set three state records.
In the team competition. Gilly's gym of
Waterville took first place followed by
Bone's Barbell of Orono.
The Mr. Maine Physique contest was
also held Saturday and Claude Bourgoin,
formerly Mr. Vacationland, won the overall
title. The contest was divided into two
categories, short and tall. The winner of
Mr. Maine for the short category was Norm
Vingeauit. Second place went to 14 year
old Paul Poulin; third UMO's Garrett Hart:
fourth Roger Caldwell and fifth Richard
Labbe.
The tall competition was won by
Bourgoin. Second place went to Michael
James, third David Lewis. fourth William
Hamlin and fifth Anthony Gennaro.
The best lifter of the day went to Rick
Beaudoin in the 165 pound class and under
and the 181 pound class and over went to
Martin Joyce. There was one tie in the
meet between Bridgton's Dave Miller and
Portland's Bill Aceto. Miller was declared
the winner on lighter body weight. In the
242 pound class, Miller weighed in at
2221/2 and Aceto at 233.
Wanted: Editor
Can you fill my shoes?
I think so.
But you can't sit around waiting
for challenges to come to you.
The editorship of
The Maine Campus can be your
chance to achieve greatness.
Application deadline: Friday Apr. 16
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